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BUDGET CUT RALLY
TODAYATl:00P.M.
ATTENDANCE IS
IMPERATIVE!
•
GUESTS WILL INCLUDE
STATE LEGISLATORS
WOLFE, SAPERSTEIN,
LECDOWITZ, AND
LYONS!
OUTSIDE BY BEEHIVE
TEACHERS ARE ASKED TO NOT DOLD
2 o~cLOCK CLi~SSES
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23, September 1971

To Whom it May Concern: Everybody
From: Legislative Liaison Committee of Northeastern Illinois University
Re: Effects of the Governor's Reduction of Budget Appropriation for
Higher Education
The purpose of this memorandum is to indicate the deleterious effect
on the quality and quantity of Higher Education in Illinois produced by
the Governor's line item reductions in the budget appropriations for the
various institutions of Higher Education in Illinois. The case of Northeastern Illinois University illustrates the type of problems produced.
The toal operating budget of Northeastern has been reduced by
$ I ,066,293 .00 below that appropriated in Senate Bill 636 to a level
$383,738.00 below the budget for fiscal year 1971 (July I, 1970-June
30, 1971 ). Obviously the institution cannot meet increased enrollment
predicitions or continue present program quality in this situation.
When the latest figu res (resulting from Governor Ogilive's reductions) were examined it was apparent that drastic steps would have to
be taken. A new science building is scheduled to be completed in
December, 1971 ; which w II require dollars above last year's budget for
heat, light, maintenance, etc. Also with admissions for September,
1971 closed 'in March, 1971, some faculty and staff needed for new
students had to be hired. However, a conservative stance was taken
even though academic hiring is traditionally completed by early spring
and therefore not all of the positions provided by Senate Bill 636 were .
filled .

T he possibility of limiting enrollment and cutting back faculty for
September, 1971 was considered. This would have meant writing to
students who have already been accepted to tell them they could not
come and cancelling employment for people who had hiring letters or
contracts. These things have never been done before at this institution
and since they-do great harm to people, other avenues were sought.
First, all budget items except Personal Services were trimmed to the
bare minimum. Heat and light must be provided for the campus as well
as supplies. Some budget items were cut deeply as to have a deletrious
effect on education. For example: the budget for library books was cut
by 55.7%. This is tragic since the library collection is now inadequate
for the size of Northeastern and it will fall farther behind. In fact, the
North Central Association Accrediting Team last year urged the
institution to increase its holdings as rapidly as possible.
Every economy was considered and all those possible are being
planned. For a campus as lacking in facilities and used as heavily as this
one, these economies mean deferring work or programs which should
be in operation now. Even so, as a teaching institution with close to
85% of the budget in Personal Services, these economies did not ·
produce sufficient money to operate. Even though the current program
calls for additional faculty and staff, those positions for which a hiring
letter has not been sent are being left unfilled.
Drastic reductions are being made in part-time faculty and almost
complete elimination of graduate and faculty assistants. As a result
programs will be curtailed and quality affected by the insufficient
personnel, equipment and supplies.
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OGILVIE EATS

The Following is a report on The Richard 8. Ogilvie Testimonal
Dinner held at McCormick place and billed as the largest dinner in the
world served by waiters.
The Governor when asked if he will run again said he has not yet
made that decision.
Recorded by S. J . Pantos

Ogilvie on the dais huge flag background stars and stripes waving to
the crowd a drumstick in his hand . The wires of his face pull into a grim
contorted smile as he scans the scene to the left and to the right. "Some
of them at the firm thought I was crazy."
Telegrams arrive from firm members. Reagan reads like Nixon reads
like Reagan praisin' the fund raisin'. "Good show 0 . Stop. Chicken.
Stop. Too much." Republican's finger lickins. At 9:30 amid the cackling crowd that remains waving to the people who are leaving a
drumstick in his hand Ogilvie speaks. Oh chicken oh potatoes. Oh
Illinois Illinois. Thank you thank you thank you. I am popular. They
love me ."
Dick's gonna give em the bird for how much? A hundred dollars a
plate? The prosecuted states attorney turns to his men wearing trench
coats: "Now there's a killin needs investigatin."
"You know he wasn't too popular for a while," Merle Yontz said
co-chairman of the dinner committee, president of Caterpillar Tractor
Co., and member of the State Board of Higher Education. "He's been
giving it to them." Down stairs the party faithful soak it up at the .bars
during the reception. It's 5:30 and high time. The salesmen are talkin.
"I came up from Cairo to get on the payroll. But I didn't figger to
listen to no nigger. So I came down here to order a beer. Don't you
figger the chicken'd be bigger?"
Outside people are walkin takin the air with signs that declare why
they are there. The conservative press reports of this mess, "They are
shoutin slogans and carryin signs." One says "Look at that fat ones gut.
And they need the money 0 . cut?" Oh Free Normie Swenson and
Give us Our Pension! A sharp teacher linguist has just got the gist that
the governor's actions since the prophetic innaugural address " . .. To
mobolize the full force of this state government Against proverty and
ignorance." is to make him poor because he's ignorant. Free Normie
Swenson'. Give us Our Pensions!

oru
Print policy
The PRINT welcomes questions and
comments from faculty and students. Manuscripts should be
typed, as concise as possible and
signed by the author. Due to limited space, the PRINT reserves the
right to condense letters. Rebuttals

should be dated no later than 2
weeks after the original article.
Letters to the Editor should be addressed to FORUM. Guest Editorials should be delivered to the
Editor. Deadline for a Thursday issue is the preceeding Monday
morning.

Hockey Team
being formed CWCI
A number of students are in the
process of forming a hockey team.
The main concern as of now is
finding a sponsor. Plans for the
team include using Oakston Recreational Center, including their
ice rink as the teams' home
grounds. Games will include playing teams from Wright, Lewis,
IIT, and Circle. Anyone interested
in joining or sponsoring the teams
please contact Mrs. Zimmerman
at Student Services.
Dan Spiess

complaint

Why is it that every CWC I lecture begins by those present wasting fifteen minutes frantically
copying down the outline or notes
for that meeting? Instead of trying
to decifer the scratchings that are
projected onto the wall every
meeting it would seem a lot easier
for those same "notes" to be
scratched onto a ditto and handed
out to us.
P. O'Brien

The chief is on the phone and the reporters are recordin: "Let's
screw us this Lewis. He ain't nothin too us. Get the eye of the I. V. I. to
ask for another resignation. Play it up like there's real indignation."
Back at the hall the governor has arrived with several prominent race
track stockholders and other people who are not state officials. The
insurance salesman and thousands of chicken ticket holders have left
the party or are leavin the party. The organizers are still smiling. They
are going to the private party after the party to eat dinner. They can't
explain why so many left. Sitting at a bar on Rush St. the insurance
salesman says, "I just came here to order a beer. Sure we all bought
tickets but they can take their drumsticks and stick it. We didn't come
for the bird or haven't you heard?"
,
Sonny Williams sees peopl~ on Michigan A venue in black limousines
pull up to the curb throw napkins with rolled up chicken legs to the
curb. Brooks McCormick says, "At least we had waiters." "Not
tonight. I can't talk about anything like that tonight." and the Governor
was quoted.

dili&, ·

Picketers outside Gov. Ogivlle's testimonial dinner

Wailing in Line
is a Drag
Dear Editor,
After having spent more than three hours in a line
of students waiting to rent carrels and lockers, I have
come up with a condition of somewhat frazzled
nerves and a few suggestions for the future. I was
lucky enough to be able to rent the second-last locker,
and really pity those after me who spent any length of
time in line only to find out that there were no more
carrels and lockers available.
First of all, I think the location of the rental area is
unsatisfactory. The line extended from the area outside E-47, up the stairs, into the hallway, and around
the corner. No one appreciates standing in any line
for an extended period of time, and the fact that part
of that line passes through a dim, hot and crowded
stairway makes the process even more unpleasant.
My suggestion for the future is to have three separate rental areas, all on the main level. There couJd be
one line for renting carrels, one for renting auditorium lockers, and one for renting basement lockers.
The three rental areas could be scattered far enough
apart throughout the school so as not to cause any one
major congested area.
As a student entered a line, he could be given a
number which would guarantee his getting a carrel or

locker. The exact number of carrels or lockers offered
Y{Ould be the number of cards passed out to those in
line. No one person in line should be permitted to rent
more than one locker or carrel. In this way every
person in line would be certain of his ability to rent
what he wanted. This would omit the problem of
standing in line for a long length of time, only to find
out that there no more carrels or lockers to be rented.
After all the number cards had been distributed, the
students would know that it would be useless to stand
in, line.
Each rental area could have three workers, one to
enter the student's name in the record booklet and to
write the student's name on the receipt, another to
receive payment and to make change, and a third to
distribute number cards, and keep the line in good
order and possibly answer the students' questions.
The receipts could be completed previous to the actual time of rental - that is, the receipt number, date,
price, carrel or locker number, combination number
and rental period could be written on the receipts any
time before the day of rental. In this way only the
student's name would have to be written on the
receipt at the actual time of rental.
If the school could not afford to pay nine workers
for their services, I am certain that there would be
nine students who would be willing to volunteer their
time to help facilitate the process. I for one would be
happy to help. Thank you for your attention.
An interested student
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"Freedom of conscience, of education, of speech, of
assembly are among the very fundamentals of democracy and all of them would be nullified should
freedom of the press ever be successfully challe,,.,e·d."
...

-Franklin D. Roosevelt
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RESOLUTION
Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities
WHEREAS, although total appropriations to the Board of Governors were increased 6 percent,
operating budgets presently avail- ·
able for Fiscal Year 1972 to Chicago State University, Eastern Illinois University, Northeastern
Illinois University and Western
Illinois University are, collectively, $2,677 ,!?79 or 4.6 percent
below last year' s funding level;
and
WHEREAS, operating budget
reductions have necessitated net
decreases in the number of personnel available to carry on essential aspects of educational and
housekeeping activities ; and
WHEREAS, although staffs
have been substantially reduced
by such emergency measures as
not filling vacant positions or new

positions needed for enrollment
increases, funds available are
barely sufficient to avoid serious
truncation of educational programs through substantial involuntary personnel separations
and will not allow general salary
and wage adjustments ; and

at least provide for wage and salary increases comparable to those
appropriated for state employees
generally ; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that the Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Universities
respectfully requests the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly to provide by appropriate
means at the earliest possible opportunity additional funds beyond
those currently available in the
non-personal services line items
to a level comparable to that originally appropriated by the General
Assembly for equipment and library books and to a level half
way between the amount currently available and the appropriation for all other line items
except matching funds and refunds.

WHEREAS, the non-personal
service line items have had to be
reduced to a point below the required maintenance level.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Gov-

ernors of State Colleges and Universities respectfully requests the
Governor and the Illinois General
Assembly to inake available by
appropriate means at the earliest
possible opportunity such additional personal service funds for
the four named universities as will

QUOTA
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Fees and Allocations Minutes
The meeting was called to order
at 3:15 in room Ml00. The following members were present: Lamirand, Przekota, Gaughan, Sandler, Choporis, and Gangware.
Dean Zimmerman was also
present.
Student Senate-Discussion of
their request for an advance of
$200.00 from their 1971-72 budget to be used as a down payment
for a hall in which the fall allschool dance is to be held. Motion
(Prezekota-Sandler) to approve
the Student Senate request for an
advance of $200.00 from their
1971-72 budget to be used as a
down-payment for a hall for the
all-school dance to be held in the
fall . Motion carried 5-0-0.
Cross Country-A discussion of
their request to be able to use their
budget for 1971-72 immediately.
No action will be taken until John
Gaughan has reported concerning
the insurance request. The chairman was asked to contact Mr. Ziagoo to see what insurance is in effect at present.
Psychology Club - D iscussion
of request to transfer funds to travel. It was indicated that this travel

is out of the normal mid-west area,
and therefore, not normally approved. A motion was made
(Sanderl-Przekota) to approve the
Psychology Club request to transfer $141.30 from contractual to
travel to assist a person or persons
to attend the Association of Black
Psychologists and-or American
Psychological Association conventions in Washington D.C.
from August 31-September 10.
Motion carried 6-0-0.

University Without Walls Renate Marquis

Students have often expressed
the desire to have a greater control
over their college education. This
is now possible here at Northeastern. The University Without
Walls program, proposed last
The charman was asked to con- · year, has been put into effect for
tact Carol Burke about the pos- the first time this trimester. Northsible change in the budget require- eastern is one of the eighteen
. men ts for the Friday series of schools in the country which are
films. Wouid not the civil service
involved in such a program.
requirements be much less with- Funds for the program have been
out the Saturday series. The chair- provided for by the Ford Foundaman was also asked to discuss with
tion, Unesco, and the U.S. Office
Miss Burke the policy change inof Education.
stituted last month concerning use
of activity cards for admission to
A student involved in the
restricted events.
UWW program is assigned two
advisors: an academic faculty adThe chariman was asked_to convisor from Northeastern and an
tact Mr. Unumb concerning the
adjunct faculty advisor from outpersonal services request for their
side the University. The student
1971-72 budget.
and his two advisors work together
The meeting was · adjourned at
to design a plan which will lead
9:45 P. M .

toward the degree and submit it to
the UWW Advisory Committee
for approval.
Programs designed differ with
each student. A program may involve field work as well as theoretical background in the student's area of interest. No grades,
credits or required courses are involved. The student may take other classes if he wishes, but it is not
necessary for him to do so.
It is required, however, for the
student to submit progress reports
every trimester. When the student
and his advisors feel he is ready for
graduation, he will come before a
UWW-Review Committee of seven members. The Review Committee, appointed by the UWW
Advisory Committee will consist
of students, faculty, administrators and community members.
A student should be involved in

the program for at least a year before receiving his degree. The degree awarded will be the Northeastern Illinois State University
B.A. granted "at large" rather
than though a specific department.
A student wishing to be involved in this program must apply
to the UWW office on St. Louis
and Peterson and go through the
regular adJTlission procedures of
the University as well. Students
will be admitted to this program at
the beginning of each trimester.
The UWW program is an ex.cellent opportunity for students
wishing to gain practical as well as
theoretical experience in their
field of interest. Walter A. Buchmann, coordinator of the program
believes that this type of program
is where colleges are heading in
the fu ture.
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essense

Parking at UNI
"A campus parking permit is rather like a bear
hunting licence--it entitles you to one, but it won't
help you find one," says College and University's
November issue. Right now Northeastern has anywhere between 671 and 990 parking spaces, depending on who you talk to. Campus planner, Mel Skvarla
approximates 855 with the opening of the south drive
of the B-wing last Friday. Lieutenant Flood of our
University Police estimates over 2000 have applied
for parking permits so there is undeniably a parking
problem. Also, due to construction of the boiler

our patience. If the College Lots are full, park on
Bryn Mawr west of the university. Students have followed his advice. It was noted on Monday morning
students were parked as far west as Pulaski on Bryn
Mawr. Refrain from parking on residential side
streets; Lieutenant Flood says there have been a number of reports that neighbors in the community have
been "verbally abused" by students. He asks our
courtesy.
Ticketing began Monday for those who do not have
parking stickers. Violators must pay a three dollar
Due to some fantastic oversight, some quirk of fate - but most
certainly in complete, accidental innocence-essence was omitted from
the first issue of the Print, last week .. .
I hereby offer it now, in hopes that it, too, will be "welcome."

Parking - An Alternative?
room the lots are not illuminated so you may not fine or their grades will be withheld at the end of the
find your car even if you managed to park in the lot, term. Of course this does nothing to enforce violators
who use the lot, but do not go to this school. You can
though that problem should be alleviated soon.
obtain your sticker or "search warrant" as its been
The fate of our parking structure rests on the yea or fondly dubbed, at the cashiers office for $3.00. Or you
nay of Governor Ogilvie, the same man who executed can pick up an application there and mail your check
or money order in. Night students and Saturday stuour tuition raise and now the school budget cut. The
dents are not exempt.
plans have been laid but construction may never beEd. note: Violators who do not go to this school can
gin.
be prosectued _for trespassing.
Dean Howenstein in his letter for students asks for

AJAXIAS
By Brian Kilmnick

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to
live in a country which did not allow your right of
free speech? If you have lived in this sort of environment, you know how atrocious it is to think, speak,
and do what th·e government tell s you to. If you
haven't lived in such a place, I hope you never have
to.
I would like to congratulate our Football Club on
their gallant effort, last Saturday, in losing to Loyola
by a score of 22-20. This Saturday, the Eagles play
the number one-ranked football club from last year.
St. Louis University. The game will be played at
Angel Guardian. So let's have a big crowd attend the
game and maybe spur the Eagles on to victory.
Turning to the matter of my football predictions
from last week, I was correct on predicting 7 games,
and was wrong on predicting 5 games, for a win
percentage of .583, room for improvement. This
week's predictions:

Northeastern
24
St. Louis
20
Xavier
21
Marshall
17
Michigan
28
U.C.L.A.
10
Syracuse
24
Northwestern
17
U.S.C.
35
Illinois
7
Penn State
28
Iowa
14
Wake Forest
25
Miami (Fla.)
19
Baylor
17
Indiana
16
Notre Dame
35
Purdue
21
Colorado
27
Ohio State
23
Air Force
33
Wyoming
20
BE AR S
17
Minnesota
16
All of you know about the rally to override the
budget cut at l :00 P.M. outside (weather permitting)
by the Beehive. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOU
ATTEND!!!!!! This rally is the biggest thing that has
happened around here in years.
Ajaxian Philosophy (part two)
A FRIEND IS .....
A FRIEND IS someone who lifts your spirits
when you are down, someone with a kind word,
someone who can tell you whan you are wrong
without hurting your feelings, a critic, a fan, a companion, someone to whom you return more than you
receive in many different ways ....

STARTS TOMORROW

Jan II s FILM FESTIVAL OF ALL TIM_
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NOTICE
All students planning to MicroTeach in the Winter, 1972 trimester MUST attend one of the following orientation meetings:
Tuesday, September 28
4:00p.m. in the Auditorium
Wednesday, September 29
3:00p.m. in theAuditorium
Thursday, September 30
4:00p.m. in theAuditorium

Welcome Freshmen!
I can still see the signs quite clearly in my mind, although I must
admit, it's been a few years. They were gold, I remember, about 2 X 2,
and spelled out the warmth of their greeting in bold, brown lettering:
WELCOME FRESHMEN!
They were everywhere. Both freshmen and signs.
But, that was a while back, and at another university, in a little town
in Indiana. Quite possibly, about this time, this week, one can see them
once again all over campus and unashamedly presented in the store
windows lining Lincolnway A venue ....
Here we are, though, at Northeastern Illinois University. And we
have a bit of a different situation. In more ways than one, we see few
signs of freshmen welcome; instead, I have a feeli ng that Northeastern
freshmen are like skydivers dropped mistakenly into a pool of piranha.
If they don't get it above water quickly, they're eaten alive.
Wow-that sounds diabolical, doesn't it? But I think the analogy still
remains effective, my fellow Americans and incoming freshmen and
transfer students, even if the piranha are relegated to these few forms:
apathy, financial death, and academic suppression.
"Ap'athy" could probably be alternately termed Northeastern
Plague. I don't know why it exists as it does, and have wondered about
it for a long time. But I do have more than a sneaking suspicion that it's
due to the position of Northeastern as a cummuter school - no dorms
or separate small town to lend the "homey" atmosphere, and therefore
about as much regard paid to the extra-curricular school, itself, as a
typical homeowner would pay to a motel room .
Solution: I think the biggest step to be taken toward a solution to this
age~old dilemma is one that could be taken toward a) the nearest
meeting - get involved, at least a little; and b) toward the closest
garbage can with some of that monumental trash that collects around
Northeastern .
In other words, clean up your standing as an active member of
Northeastern Illinois University, by getting your own self out of a
position of detached disdain and into one of connected concern. But,
before that, clean up around where you were sitting.
"Financial death," which can be brought about by the inability to
afford to continue with school, can be just as terminal as a 2.55 grade
cum. Arid it can be just as useless of a waste .
Northeastern has gone, in just a few short years, from a free-tuition
school to, well, you know the rest. And depending upon your situation,
it could kill your chances of obtaining a college education, though
dubious in value as that may be, these days.
Solution: Run, don't slide, over the the Financial Aids Office (across
Bryn Mawr from Follett's Bookstore) at the first . sign of financial
trouble. As a matter of fact, even if you're not in any trouble yet, go
ahead and make it over there anyway. You can get the whole story on
fianacial assistance - which, unfortunately, is down this year, by the
way-including grants, scholarships and loans . And if you're really in
trouble, there is such a thing as an "emergency loan."
Finally, and it could be for you if you let it, there's "academic
stippression." Oh, yes! In Higher Education! And you thought that
ended in grade school and high school . . . .
Solution: That, my friends, seems mainly up to you, once you know
about it. Granted, there are chances -college level - to finally use your
brain and your individuality; there is some open-mindedness; and there
are also Experimental College and University without walls projects,
though they are, as yet,just that-experiments.
In the normal grind, you're still going to back into somebody who's
gonna want to put a bag over your head in class and hand you a
notebook to fill with his "gospel"; or else he'll open his class up so wide
that he'll beat you to sleep for lack of direction. Either way, you'll be
the loser unless you get outta their bag, fast, or collaborate with your
fellow "suppressees" and get some changes made . .
It may seem, by this point, that this could have started out "Warning
Freshmen" but not so. Welcome. A new year, new buildings, new
parking facilities, new commuter center accomodations, a new name
and-new life. Get them all together at one time and we could send
Northwestern University down to fight it out with the U. of C.

Alan Arkin Speaks Strange Dialogue

MICHAEL

REDG RAVE

The ORIGINAL and

' - -. . . v~=~1~~

Some of the strangest dialogue
an actor ever had to learn feel to
Alan Arkin while he was starring
in "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter," the Warner-Bros.-Seven Arts
film which plays on October 8th
at the Auditorium at 7:00 p.m.
Arkin is, of course, a master of
articulate dialogue , but he portrays a deaf-mute in the Technicolor adaptation of Carson
· McCullers' celebrated novel. So
he had to learn the sign language
of the deaf, becoming, in fact, letter perfect at his newly acquired
skill.
To get the hang of the hand

signals Arkin read books and
studied films on the subject. He
also took lessons in sign language
and lip-reading from a resident of
Selma, Alabama, where "The
Heart Is a Lonely Hunter" was
filmed entirely on location.
"I was not dismayed by the fact
that I have no spea king lines or I
wouldn't have done it," says Arking. "I was interested not only in
the character, but in the whole
story. A good character without a
good story isn't enough" he adds.
In his role of the deaf-mute Arkin brings warmth and friendship
into the lives of several people.
Among them, Mick Kelly, a

14-year-old girl played by Sondra
Locke. Miss Locke, a 21-year-old
Tennessean, is making her professional acting debut after winning
the role of Mick in a national talent search.
"The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter" was directed by Robert Ell is
Miller, produced by Thomas C.
· Ryan and Marc Merson, from a
screenplay by Ryan . The poignant drama co-stars Laurinda
Barrett, Stacy Keach, Jr., Chuck
Mccann, Biff McGuire, Percy
Rodriguez and Cicely Tyson.
Academy Award winner James
Wong Howe was director of photography .

Dana Mentgen - Music
While I was out West this summer, coaxing my tired V .W. bus
up the Wyoming mountains, I was
unfortunate enough to -miss one
fine act that roared into Chicago
in late August-the Allman Brothers Band. Upon returning, I decided to have the next best thing,
so I took my last Traveler's Check
and bought the double LP of The
Allman Brothers Band-Live at the
Fillmore East. I carried it home,
put it on my turntable, and proceeded to boogie until dawn.
The Allman Bros. Band, comprising of Duane Allman and
Dicky Betts-guitars, Gregg Allman-keyboards and vocals, Berry
Oakley-bass, Butch Trucks and J ai
Johanny Johanson-drums and
percussion, really cook on this album. Side one starts a little slow
with "Statesboro Blues" and
"Done Somebody Wrong", these
being typical twelve bar blues fare,
but both are saved from mediocrity by some of Duane Allman's
searing slide guitar and a nice bit
of harp work by guest artist Thom
Doucette. Followed by a fairly
standard version of "Stormy
Monday", . side one comes off a
little flat considering the source,
but generally not bad.

Side two starts with the band's
double-time treatment of " You
Don't Love Me", which soon spirals off into one of those once-only
cosmic jams you hear about, but
seldom see. There's a section of
unbelievable solo guitar (Betts?
Allman?) and drum interplay that
should make at least one of your
extremities start twitching in time.
If it doesn't, my sincerest condolences, 'cause you're dead.
Side three has some pretty n ifty
stuff in the form of "Hot 'Lanta"
and " In Memory of Elizabeth
Reed", two Latin-ish rhythmed
instrumental jams. Both really
show the strength of the band's
twin lead guitars and the tight
double drumming, along with
some tasty organ work and floorshaking bass.
Side four has "Whipping Post"
all to itself. It's a ·couple minutes
too long, maybe, but it does have
all that fine guitar pickin', so what
the heck. The amazing thing is
that both this cut and "In Memory
of Elizabeth Reed", even though
recorded on earlier albums, contain an air of totally fresh
spontaniety. That doesn't happen
often.
All in all (man), a fine, tine job.
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Your Father's Mustache signed
for Sep teinh er 24, 1971
appearance; 2 -4 in Ca£eteria
Get to know your representatives
by Larry Teren
Those who have been frequenting the halls of
Northeastern the first couple weeks of school, have
noticed tables, with printed material on them. The
printed materials contain information on how to go
about protesting the budget cut by Governor Ogilvie.
It includes, within the information, a list of State and
Federal representatives. It is unfortunate that most
of us have to look up who our elected officials are.
Sure, anybody can name the senators. There are only
two. They stay in office for six years. Plenty of time
to learn their names . Not so with congressmen. They
go in and out of office every two years. Not enough.
time to get to know them. But, there is only one
congressman to a district. Granted that the majority
of people know their congressmen, yet; even if we
do, we never bother to utilize the service these men

1

offer. They pass the laws that effect us. We never
bother them for community or social needs, such as
school funds .
The problem is worse when we refer to State
representatives. Very few people know that there are
three representatives to each of the fifty nine di stricts
of Illinois. Or that there is only one senator to each of
the senatorial districts .
Even if you do not intend to write to your representative about the budget cut, for whatever personal
reason, stop at one of the tables and pick up the
pages listing every Federal and State representatives. It conveniently contains various maps locating
the boundaries for the different senatorial and congressional districts. One paper also contains the office addresses of the state senatorial and congressional officials. G et to know your representatives.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN

deep powder fashions and gear

WinSUin

"eat it with a knife & fo rk"
(IT'S THICK)

455West Armitage Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60614
SK 1-1776

.

-

SPIDER SAB ICH
WORLD PRO FESSIONAL
SKI

visit our Oi>lh ifnglish dining room

RACING CHAMPION

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
MON-SAT 11:00A.M. • SUNDAY 2:

APPE A RING SUNDAY SEPT. 26 ONLY. SPIDER
SABICH WO RLD PROFESSIONAL SKI RACINC
CHAMPION 1971 . SPIDER WILL CONDUCT
RACING SEMINARS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
FROM 12 NOON Tl LL 5 P.M.
COME IN AN D REG ISTER A T DOOR. YOU MAY
WI N ONE OF 2 PA I RS OF K2 RAC ING SKIS.
YOU'LL WI N EITH ER WAY IF YOU PRESE NT
YO U R STUDENT I.D. A LL MERCH ANDISE
DISCOUNTE D 10%.
SUNDA Y SEPT. 26 ONLY

NEWMAN
STUDENT CENTER
INVITES YOU TO
1) Basic Encounter Group
Mondays 7 :30 to 11 :30
Begins September 27th •
Reservations Required Call 583-6109

2) Theology Class for Present and
Future Parochial School Teach ers
Tuesdays 7:30 to 9 :30
Begi_ns September 28th

3) Coffee House
(LIVE ENTERTAINMENT)
Saturdays 8 :00 to 11 :00 p .m .
Begins September 18th

4) Folk Mass
Saturdays 11 :00 p.m.
Beg ins Septe mber 18th

.ft\lDWEST PREMIERE

/ FRIDAV
I

TELIPHONI ·•••2966

1

ALL .AalVITIES WILL BE HELD
Al THE NEWMAN-CENTER,
5450 N. Kimball
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Folk Singer
CHRISTOPHER KEARNEY
of the Coffee House Circuit
From the rural heritage of Gordon Lightfoot, Ian
Tyson, and Joni Mitchell, a major new Canadian
· artist is emerging. Born in Toronto Dec. 6, 1948,
Christopher Kearney (pronounced Carney) grew up
in Northern Ontario. His first musical instrument
was a banjo, which he bought in Dothan, Alabama . .
Having spent all his money on the banjo, it w~s
obviously time to learn to play it, which he did. He
drifted to California where he survived playing guitar
around the San Francisco area. The lure of Expo '67
drew him back to Canada, and he performed for
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip in Ottawa. He
went to St. John's, Newfoundland with his fami~,
and stayed about a year. Wanderlust struck agam,
and he returned to California where his reputation as
a performer/writer started to grow. He returned to
Canada in December 1969, and now lives in Mon-

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pitche, of Millef't Beu lf.95
LIGHT OR DARK

• BRATWURST & OTHER
" GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS

treal, where he is a vital part of the local scene.
In June 1970, Early Morning Productions Limited
signed him to an exclusive contract, and produced
his first single, "Theme For Jody" and "Long Old
Train". The Compo Company Ltd. immediately
signed a distribution contract, and released the single
on the Apex label. An album is scheduled for the
near future. Both tunes were written by Kearney,
who writes exclusively for Early Morning Music
(CAPAC).
Recnetly, he has performed at the Mariposa Folk
Festival, and appeared on the CBC network show
"Gerussi". A CBC TV network special called,
"Show Case" has been taped for showing later this
year. Other important shows are being negotiated.
Club and College concerts are being lined up for the
Winter.

• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A.M. - 3 P.M .
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins, HARVEY
WALLBANGER, Screwdriver,
Bloody Mary or juice, &
coffee or tea . . .only $1.95
• PEANUTS IN THE SHELL
• COCKTAILS
& HOT DRINKS
"Prn:es For The Student's Budget"

Mach-Peirick wedding

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990
• Open from Lunch till 2 A.M . 7 Days a

as told to Mamie Fournier

"We were married in Switzerland because we
wanted to start out in a neutral country." Dr. Peirick,
the former Dr. Elyse J. Mach, described her wedding.
Dr. Mach and Mr. John E. Peirick, formerly of
UNI's Learning Services in the multi-media department, were married August 19 in Burgenstock, Switzerland.
The legal ceremony was performed in the United
States August 14. The offerring of the "Celebration
Mass" followed in Switzerland.
Dr. Peirick mentioned that the nuptials were exchanged in St. Wolfgang Chapel, a 600-year-old
F ranciscan chapen in Burgenstock.
The entire mass was performed in German because
the officiating priest knew no English. A young man
studying for the priesthood did the translating.
"We went to the chapel the day before the wedding
to make arrangements for the ceremony and about the
papers which had been forwarded. We found the
chapel to be absolutely empty. The only person we
saw was the priest's housekeeper."
"Before the ceremony was to start on the day of the

wedding, we peeked into the chapel to see it overflowing with flowers. There were the largest sun flowers I've ever seen in my life and mums and snapdragons. The priest said, "Those flowers are beautiful.
They ought to be. The housekeeper got them out of
my garden."
The bride painted a word picture of "the chapel on
the top of a hill with a thousand foot drop down to a
meadow of evergreens .."

This is especially for new
students and a repeat for old
ones who may not be aware that
there is 1. a Jewish club on
campus. Surprise-there is. 2.
Kosher sandwiches are available in the cafeteria coffeeshop
(west side). There are three
varieties; cornbeef, roastbeef,
and salami. The sandwiches
come from Lazar's.
Our first general meeting is
Thursday, September 23, in
B111 at 1:00 the activity hour.
If you can't make it but are interested in getting information
and your name on our mailing
list, please leave a note in the
KLAL mailbox. The mailbox is
located above the cafeteria on
the " B" side, by Student Services. All clubs have a mailbox
there, in alphabetical order. ff
you can't find it, ask at Student
Services.
Sunday, October 3, there
will be a new-members' barbecue early in the afternoon,
off campus. More information
will be given at the general
meeting. Have a good New
Year, L'shana tova.
Margi Sivin-president

By Bill Bayer
Last Friday, September 17,
Northeastern held its annual activity fair in the school gym. It
was a gala affair with the representatives of different clubs trying
to sell themselves and their activities to the students; especially the
unsuspecting freshman.

\447 N. Wells 664-2393

we\iJ • AMPLE FREE PARKING

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

APPLY

I

Dr. Elyse J. Peirick, associate professor of music
at Northeastern Illinois, University, said, quite unaffectedly, "The wedding music was provided by the
bells of the cows in the meadow. The bells clanged
back and forth as we walked over to the chapel."
,
She added, "After all that luscious European food '
on the wedding trip, it is a little difficult to please a
bridegroom with my American cooking."
Dr. (Mach) Peirick will continue her teaching
duties at UNI until January when she will be on sabbatical leave. Mr. Peirick is now employed as an advertising executive at Sears Roebuck and Co.

NOW

DRIVE A YELLOW
JUST TELEPHONE CA 5-6692 OR
APPLY IN PERSON AT 120 E. 18th ST.
WE HAVE WEE~END WORK FOR
YOU.
LAST SUMMER STUDENTS EARNED
UP TO $50 OR MORE DAILY.
WORK DAY OR NIGHT OR DURING
SEMESTER BREAKS.

Activity fair

Kial-the Jewish
Organization
on Campus

• BARBECUE RIBS
& CH ICKEN

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACES

Work from a garage near home or school

Ingmar Bergman's
first English language motion picture ·starring
Elliott Gould, Bibi Andersson, Max von Sydow

Bright and colorful displays
adorned tables along the walls at- ·
tempting to arouse the interest of
the students. There was SMASH
with its models of war machines;
the stage players searching for
stars; ACE offered lollipops and
Tootsie rolls.
A delicious variety of cookies
was available courtesy of the
physical education department.
There was even a table covered
with literature for McGovern for
president.
The highlight of the festival was
the table where students could get
their film series cards for this
years flicks .
Unfortunately, not many members of the student body took advantage of this fine opportunity to
find out about the activities and a
superb time to meet other people.
Apathy seemed to be the word of
the day and I am thoroughly disappointed with the results of the
fe stival.

Folk, Classic, Electric
100' s of New and Used Guitars
"Martin Headquarters"
Guild, Gibson, Fender, Garcia
Songbooks - Lessons
Expert Repairs
We Buy and Trade

W4t ~nunh Jnst
866-6866

Presented by ABC Pictures
fl/I A subsidiary of the American Bro0dcosting Com ponies, Inc
Color

Corp.

I Distributed by Cinerama Releasing

FRIDAY .UNITED ARTISTS
SEPTEMBER 24
abc GREAT STATES THEAHE

OPENS

.

RANDOLPH AT 0EARBOl!N
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UWWhreaks
out of shell
The University Without Walls
officially opened as a unit of UNI
on September 8 when some 50 students came to campus for a brief
orientation and registration. An
inauspicious beginning marked
the start of this significant educational innovation in which Northeastern joins 17 other colleges and
u n i v e r s i t i e s throughout the
United States. Students accepted
in this program work with a faculty advisor and an off-campus adjunct professor in devising their
own program of study toward a
B.A. degree. This program includes work experiences and independent research in addition to
formal class work. There are no
required courses.
Approximately 30 of these new
UWW students participated in a
week-end orientation session at
Camp Reinberg, Palatine, Illinois,
September 10-12. Walter Buchman, Director of the UWW program, was assisted by Richard
Chiles and Joan Hakkio of the
Counseling Center in leadership
of Friday night's workshop sessions. Saturday the students were
joined by a number of their faculty
advisors in discussion of the
UWW structure and curriculum
planning. Their new-found sense
of community was expressed in a
request for a similar week-end
meeting at the close of the trimester.
September 17, 1971
(For more details contact Walter
Buchman, Ext. 492.)
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UNI STUDENTS
TO STUDY AT KIBBUTZ
Next tri-mester the Experimental College, under the coordination of
Mrs. Rose Brandzel, is offering a fifteen hour course on a kibbutz in
Israel. As far as a group of American students studying on an Israeli
kibbutz, this course is unprecedented. This undertaking has attracted
interest from many other colleges and neighborhood groups, and is
certainly one of the most interesting things to happen on this campus
for a long time.
At present there are about twenty Northeasterners registered in the
orientation course that is a preliminary to the actual trip taking place
next tri-mester. There are about the same number of males and females
involved, and their ages range from eighteen to forty-eight. During the
orientation course the students will be given an introduction to Israeli
customs and history. In addition, for those that would like a head start,
there will be Hebrew lessons offered by a qualified instructor. On the
fifteenth of October, as part of the orientation program, those that are
taking the course will go to Camp Reinberg, in Palatine, for a "work
weekend". They will be provided with food and a place to sleep for the
night in return for working on various projects at the camp. This will
give them a chance to experience working as a group, doing similar
work to that on a kibbutz.
"Kibbutz" is the Hebrew word for group and the kibbutz is a group
of people who have formed themselves into a self-supporting, ninsalaried community, receiving their day-to-day needs in return for
their labor. A similar idea has come of interest in this country recently.
We know them better as communes, and in essence, a kibbutz is a commune. At this time most attempts in this country have not been very
successful. In Israel, however, the commune has become a successful
way of life providing students of communal living with an easily accessible, and invaluable aid to the study.
As temporary members of a kibbutz the students will be expected to
work a six hour workday six days a week. The regular members of the
kibbutz work several hours longer each day.
The work will be of an out door type as a rule, probably of a farming
nature. Our prospective "kibbutzniks" have been warned that the work
will frequently be of a tedious, and possibly dirty nature and that if they
have any doubts that they will ·not be able to engage in rigorous labor
that they should not go. Basically, the work is more of a psychological
problem than a physical one, and those going must have strong will

power, stamina, and a feeling of the commitment to overcome the
challenge of the work. So far, no one has been discouraged because of
this .
Students from almost every curriculum have enrolled in the course.
In fact, there are three students who will be graduating from the kibbutz
in a special graduation ceremony being arranged by Mrs. Brandzel.
Every student must have an advisor in his (or her) own major. T hey
have been urged to have specific goals carefully planned before leaving
so that students can achieve as much academically as possible. Another
reason that this is important is because most of those planning the trip
are used to urban living with little, or no rural experience. The kibbutz
is a rural society. On it there will be none of the night life or other
entertainments of the big city. There are a variety programs planned for
them on the kibbutz including lectures, concerts, and movies. Also
there will be the normal cultural activities of the kibbutz.
Those students specializing in education, childhood education, and
special education will have an opportunity that people and educators
the world over have traveled to Israel to study. The kibbutz, as I said,
is a commune. All the children in the commune are raised and educated
communally, allowing them to be guided by many adults, instead of the
traditional two. This method, in Israel, of raising children has proven to
be successful, and has given Israel a Prime Minister, several Cabinet
Ministers, Members of Parliment, mayors, and army generals.
Within easy reach of the kibbutz will be such cities as Tel Aviv and
Haifa. Also there is a wealth of archeological ruins and the Christian
"Holy Land" not to far away. With such places of interest within easy
reach, the kibbutz student will be insured of making a thorough study of
Israel's different cultural and value systems. Of the commune itself,
they will be able to experience the uniqueness of living in a society not
having to equate values in relation to money.
The cost of the four month trip, per person, has been averaged at six
hundred dollars, including air fare and spending money. Considering
what one spends to live and go to school here, this is a very modest
sum. Money will not be needed on the commune. Food, clothing, and
medical care will be taken care of by the kibbutz. Financing of the trip
has been arranged through the Financial Aid Office in the form of
student loans, for those that have needed this assistance. So money has
not been a too big a problem to those considering the trip.
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All SHIRTSAND TOPS
Buy 1-get the second
for Only ½ price

Jean Scene
Has Jeans

FROM

•
•
•
•
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·MALE
LANDLUBBER
LEE
A-1

Open
MON-FRI 11-9

•

SAT. 10-6

Phone: 588-2686

Tops From:
•
•
•
•

Truth & Soul
Milwaukee Knit
Parkton
OurThing

JEAN SCENE
3304 W. FOSTER
CHICAGO ILL.
Between Kimball & Kedzie
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Football club drops seasonal debut at

Eagles lose to Loyola 22-20 angel guardian
by Cele Connolly
"It was really a letdown. We

outplayed them all the way
around ." That's the way our NIU
football team feels about Saturday's 22-20 loss to Loyola. The
statistics prove it, too. Loyola
rushed for 72 yards and passed for
150 for a total of 222 yards, while
Northeastern rushed 234 yards
and passed for 110 for a total of
344 yards. Looks like Loyola just
got lucky.
In the first quarter J im Schimmel recovered a L oyola fu mble fo r
six points. Later on in the first
quarter, Loyola gained a touchdown to bring the score to 8-6. At
one point in the first quarter a
Northeastern touchdown was
called back twice on an off-sides

penalty. Things just didn't go
right.
Loyola scored first in the second quarter, putting the score 146. But Northeastern fought back,
and when Dan Creeley threw a 15
yard pass to Tom Robinson, Robbie brought it in for a touchdown,
and the score was 14-12, in favor
of Loyola. In the third quarter Jim
Schmitts, ran into the end zone for
a touchdown to put us on top, 2014.
But a fourth quarter miracle did
our team in . With three minutes
left to play, Loyola completed a 92
yard pass · for a touchdown · and
ran for the extra point. The final
score read 22-20.
I asked the team members if
they thought anyone in particular

had played an especially fine
game. A few names floated
around. But suddenly someone
said, "You know, you really can't
single out one or two guys for special mention. Everybody that
plays tries his hardest and that's
what's important. That's how a
team works." Now that is some attitude.
And the team takes the same
type of attitude about their first
loss-they're not letting it bother
them. I asked Coach Jake Koziol
how the team viewed their upcoming game with St. Louis. "St.
Louis is a semi-pro team , We
played them last year and were the
only club to score against them.
The team is definitely high for the
game. He · admitted that North-

Ford foundation continues fellowships
The Ford Foundation is pleased
to announce the continuation of
the following programs fo r the
1972- 1973 year:
Doctoral F ellowships for American I ndian Students
Doctoral F ellowships for Black
Students
Doctoral Fellowships fo r Mexican American and
Puerto Rican Students
These fellowship programs are
for students who have not undertaken any graduate or professional
study, and who wish to pursue the
Ph.D. and to enter careers in high-

er education. Each program will
support full-time graduate study
for up to five years contingent
upon the Fellow's satisfactory
progress toward the Ph.D. Eligibility requirements and further information may be found on the enclosed announcements.
We would appreciate your announcing these programs in your
newspaper so that we may inform
the seniors at your institution
about the available fellowships
and encourage all eligible seniors
to apply.
Instructions - and application

Northeastern Illinois University
1971-72 .Varsity Swim Schedule
OPPONENT

DATE

Wed., Nov . 24 Triton J.C.
Wright J .C.
Wed. , Dec. 1
Rockford
Wed., D ec. 8
Milliken & Principia
Sat. , Dec. 11
U .I.C .C. & U . of Chicago
Wed.,Jan. 12
George Williams
Fri ., Jan. 14
1.1.T.
Sat. , Jan.22
North Central
Sat. , Jan .29
Rockford Relays
Sat. , Feb. 5
U . of C hicago
Fri., Feb. 11
Wed. , Feb. 16 Wheaton
NAIA District#20
Fri., Feb. 25
Sat., Feb. 26
Fri ., March 3 Conference Championship s
Sat. , March 4
Marc h 16, 17 , N A IA Nationals
& 18

PLACE

TIME

Home
Home
Rockford
Milliken
U .I.C .C.
George Williams
1.1.T.
North Central
Rockford
Chicago
Home
Rockford

4:00
4 :00
4:00
2:00
3:30
3:30
I :00
I :00
All Day
3: 30
4 :00 .
All Day

U .I.C.C.

All Day

Northeastern Illinois University
Bry n Mawr and St. Louis Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60625
Coach - Ron Faloona

BRAND NAME PANTS - $4.98
FLANNEL SHIRTS - $2.98
WRANGLER WESTERN SHIRTS - $5.98
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MAXI COATS
SUB-ARTIC PARKAS-GOOSE DOWN JACKETS
CAMPING SUPPLIES-PAPERS-PIPES
PATCHES-CLIPS-WORKBOOTS
HIKING BOOTS-RAINWEAR

COLD WEATHER HEADQU~RTERS
6602 N. SHERIDAN RD.
1879

2nd st.

CHGO. 465-4755

HIGHLAND PK.

433-5151

forms may be obtained from The
Ford Foundation, 320 East 43rd
Street, New York, New York
10017.. Applications for all three
programs must be complete by
January 10, 1972.
We will be happy to provide add i t i o n a I information upon
request.

eastern attendance at the game
was somewhat of a 'letdown'. "It's
kind of hard on the players when
they see 500 rooters on their side
and 5,000 on the other side. Hopefully we'll have greater attendance
at the St. Louis game Saturday."
The game will be played at Angel Guardian Stadium; kickoff is
I :30 p.m. Admission is free with
I.D .! Your football team needs
your support.
(ed. note . The Attendance at
the game was adequate and Loyola did not have 5,000 students
on their side.

Film
Series
The third presentation in the
special film series (.75 admission)
is The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter.
This film has been acclaimed as
a touching and sensitive portrayal
of the life of a deaf-mute (played
by ex-second city member Alan
Arkin) and the people he influences in a small southern town.
If you have not done so, please
pick up your film series I.D. card.
This can be done outside the auditorium on Thursdays from 8 to 9
and I to 4, on Fridays from IO to
12 and I to 4.

IBM electric,
50c per page

Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242

It wasn't built in a day:'
Somebody didn' t just soy. else besides 1he yeor,.
"Hey, rhis •s the year for lillle

Improvements. 2,287 of them .

economycori-le1'sbuildone; ·

If !here ' s one th ing we

and there appeared o 1972 leomed about making econ
1/olkswog en.
omy cor,, it's lhi,,
~

Foc i is, 25 yeo~s of Volk,. Th.ere', no ,uch
wogen, preceded ,1.
thing os on ov er •
And we put in ,omelh1ng night succ ess.

•u,~ ~•,uo

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
BR 5-3500

